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Yolanda Anniversary 
 

One year ago, November 8 to be exact, super typhoon Haiyan (locally known as Yolanda) made a land fall in Eastern Samar and 

slashed into the mid-section of the country crashing everything that came its path all the way to the western corridor in the 

islands of Palawan. Haiyan was the strongest typhoon that ever visited the earth, packing 350 km per hour wind speed near the 

center. Never did humanity experience so fierce a typhoon than Haiyan. It was so fierce that even a year after, thousands and 

thousands of survivors still recall the calamity with horror and depression. It claimed so much lives, destroyed vast farms, houses, 

infrastructures, and everything else without mercy. The swirling wind was so powerful that it elevated the sea water level and 

pushed inland and swept away any creature it could reach.  

ain of 

losing family members. All they had was a naked reality of having absolutely nothing, except the lives of those who survived.  

With the help from all sectors of life, the people have decided to live on and painfully rose from the rubbles of destruction to 

begin anew. Tacloban city that was worst hit has been cleaned up, electricity restored, houses rebuilt, communications and 

transportation facilities reinstalled. The children are now back to school, employees of government and non-government offices 

have managed to return to their daily routines and the general public have retraced their steps back to normal lives.  

A year has passed, and despite so much destruction and pain, we still have many blessings to count on. We thank for the life 

spared from destruction, the so many generous people who came rushing to give food, clothing, medicines, water, housing and 

rebuilding materials, school supplies, replanting seedlings, and livelihood materials. We also thank all those who keep on asking: 

-blossomed and most of the people have moved on.  
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Providing temporary shelters for the people is by far the biggest component in our interventions for the typhoon victims. In the 

project we have provided an average of 20,000 pesos worth of building materials to each family. The materials we gave were GI 

sheets, nails, plywood, and lumber. We did not give cash to beneficiaries. The latest count of houses we assisted to build is 5,500. 

This project, though really necessary, was the most difficult to implement due to several reasons: enormous amount of money 

involved, lack of building material supplies (many times materials had to be bought from far Manila), safeguarding transparency, 

accountability, and assurance that the people would not sell the building materials for food and other needs. 
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The relief operations carried out by the SVD family were enormous, 

rapid, far reaching and pervasive. We transported truckloads and 

truckloads of relief goods to far flung areas in Leyte and Northern 

Cebu crossing rough seas, on congested cargo ships and involving 

scores of volunteers. The packages we delivered consisted of different 

kinds that include rice, canned goods, clothing, blankets, sugar, beans, 

kitchen utensils, tents, potable water, sugar, coffee and others. The 

goods were donated by Filipino communities abroad and shipped to 

Cebu by plane or by boat. Outstanding were 290 boxes of relief goods 

from Hong-Kong, 30 big boxes from Taiwan, 51 huge boxes of 

blankets from Memphis, USA, 3 40-footer container vans of cereals 

from Hamburg, Germany, Balik Bayan boxes from Korea, Singapore 

and Italy and many others. Not to be outdone are domestic donors. Fr. 

Rocky Aquino, SVD of St. Jude Parish in Manila travelled close to ten 

times to Bohol and Tacloban to deliver the goods he raised from his 

affluent parish. Other SVDs from the Philippine Central and Northern 

Provinces did their share of the efforts as well, especially their 

respective JPIC coordinators and heads of institutions.  
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 Other sources of support for the relief operations were in form of cash. Donors and benefactors, groups and individuals, local 

and international, institutional or otherwise, all responded in haste to remit their financial aid to the cause. The donations were 

used to buy much needed basic commodities to supplement other goods shipped to our operation center. Some cash donations 

were used for transportation expenses, bill of lading, food for volunteers, and repacking materials. The total number of packages 

distributed was 27,294 distributed in several batches to many much needy locations.  

Logistical supports were largely provided by the University of San Carlos in Cebu. We utilized their gymnasium as relief goods 

sorting and packing center. The university provided us trucks and buses to transport the goods. Volunteer students also came 

from the same university.  
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Typhoon Haiyan drove many children away from the classrooms. 

For two months, all classrooms in typhoon hit areas were closed. In 

January this year, when schools reopened, many children did not 

return to the classrooms and even those who did, many had no 

shoes to wear and had to attend school barefooted. Many did not 

have bags or learning materials like books. School buildings had 

barely enough structure to hold classes on. Many classes had to be 

held in tents or under the shades of trees. With this situation, we 

launched another project which we thought could have a more 

lasting effect  

for education, we thought of bringing all the children back to school 

by providing them with learning materials like notebooks, pens, 

school bags, shoes, school uniforms, science materials, activity 

sheets, photo copying machines and the like. Steyler Mission Austria 

is very generous to us in this project. Through their help alone we 

were able to provide two sets of school uniforms to children from 5 

public grade schools and 2 secondary schools totaling 4,400.  

Other academic assistance took the form of school building 

construction and repairs, settling unpaid tuition fees from last school 

year, provision of school equipment, and monthly allowance for very 

poor children who attend school without meals and retooling 

laboratories and libraries.  Happy children in school in clean 

uniforms are beautiful sight to behold. 
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Alongside the livelihood programs, medical missions and psycho-social spiritual debriefings were launched. With tons of 

medicines from Germany and the United States, volunteer doctors, nurses, pharmacists, dentists and other volunteers, we were 

able to organize and implement several medical missions treating thousands of children and adults. In our record we were able 

to treat 2,500 patients in all.  

In the psycho-social spiritual debriefings, guidance counselors from the University of San Carlos, the SVD brothers and 

seminarians volunteered to facilitate workshop/seminars to typhoon affected areas. At one point, the SVD brothers roamed 

around Leyte areas for two weeks hopping from one village to another to bring healing to victims of the Super Typhoon Yolanda. 
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Parts in our intervention for typhoon victims are the implementation of different livelihood programs. Livelihood program is an 

important component in rebuilding their lives. The people have lost their farms, fishing implements, small businesses, and 

whatever means of living they used to have. They need a source of income to sustain their lives. In response the SVDs and their 

collaborators instituted livelihood programs to selected communities. The choice of beneficiary-communities was based on two 

criteria: gravity of destruction and acceptability to organization. Organization is important in this program. The process then is 

long, as this involves meetings and trainings, but necessary for sustainability.   

Certain communities in Tacloban City and Ormoc City in Leyte, and Bantayan Island in Cebu were covered in this program. In the 

village of San Jose near the airport in Tacloban, 125 fishing boats and 50 tricycles were distributed to the people. Similar project 

was launched in Ormoc City and Bantayan Island. In some places, planting materials like seeds, farm implements, micro capital 

were distributed to thousands of farmers.  
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SUMMARY OF DONATIONS RECEIVED AND DISBURSEMENTS 

DONATIONS RECEIVED 

Foreign donations thru Steyler Mission Offices 

SVD Generalate thru Steyler Mission Office, Australia 873,783.13 

SVD Generalate thru Steyler Mission Office, Techny, IL 12,636,035.09 

SVD Generalate thru Steyler Mission Office, St. Gabriel, Austria 15,288,017.15 

SVD Generalate thru Steyler Mission Office, Sankt Augustine, Germany 56,742,850.95 

SVD Generalate thru Steyler Mission Office, Switzerland 9,870,056.16 

Steyler Mission, Austria 2,131,940.27 

Foreign donations deposited directly to SVD PHS Account 

From SVD Schools and Parishes            2,441,695.26  

From Filipino Community Abroad            1,946,153.84  

From Individuals Abroad            1,142,741.00  

SVD Provinces and Instritutions            2,688,149.10  

Private Companies and Individuals            1,033,602.75  

Individual Donors (Local & Abroad)          11,610,392.43  

Total Donations received 118,405,417.13 

SUMMARY OF PROJECTS / EXPENSES 

Relief Items            9,272,285.77  

Medical Mission                101,505.03  

Rehabilitation/Housing Materials          75,921,783.68  

Livelihood Project          11,867,807.47  

Education Project           10,266,407.79  

Rehabilitation (damaged hospital)                179,520.00  

Reconstruction of School Buildings            5,548,125.44  

Mobilization            1,524,587.24  

Demurrage Fee                159,402.97  

Total Disbursements        114,841,425.39  

***Total Available Fund/On-going Project            3,563,991.74 

*** The remaining balance is intended for the ongoing livelihood and scholarship programs. Due to limited space in 
this report, we cannot publish all the names of donors. Upon request, we can send a PDF file of the detailed 
summary of the donations and disbursements. 
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We would like to sincerely thank all the donors and benefactors 
who had contributed so much to our relief and rehabilitation 
operations in hard hit areas of Leyte and northern Cebu. We 
thank the SVD Steyler Missions all over the world that contributed 
the biggest bulk of financial help to operations for typhoon 
victims. We sincerely thank the SVDs of Taiwan, USA, Austria, 
Switzerland, Netherlands, Germany, Australia, Papua New Guinea, 
Ecuador, Spain, Portugal, Korea, Japan, New Zealand, RD Congo 
and Hong-Kong. Equally generous are the friends of the SVDs all 
over the over world  the Friends of Father Heinz Kulueke (AKPK), 
SOLIDARIS, the Filipino communities in Germany, Hong-Kong, 
Italy, Australia, USA, Taiwan, Korea, Japan and Spain. Not to be 
forgotten are our benefactors, donors and volunteers in the 
Philippines who have contributed so much in our efforts to help 
the victims. We remember with grateful hearts SVDs from all three 
SVD Provinces, friends of Philippine SVDs, association of ex-SVDs, 
and all those who are not even known to us. We would like to 
especially thank the SVD run institutions and all their staff who 
have volunteered in our interventions  the University of San 
Carlos in Cebu City, Liceo del Verbo Divino in Tacloban, Verbo 
Foundation at the University of San Carlos, in Cebu City, Holy 
Name University in Tagbilaran City and radio station DYRF also in 
Cebu City. 

Few virtues we tried to maintain while undertaking relief and 
rehabilitation operations  and these are the virtues of dedication 
and commitment, transparency, stewardship, accountability, and 
sacrifice. We resisted the temptation of incurring high operational 
costs, acquiring high end logistical vehicles, securing comfortable 
accommodations in the field of operations, and broadcasting our 
humble efforts for the people. These virtues brought us close to 
the people and be authentic in our journey with them. 

Straight from our hearts, we sincerely thank each and everyone, 
donors, benefactors and volunteers for your generosity!  
God bless everyone! 

 
Fr. Eduardo Rocha, SVD  
Provincial Superior, SVD and the rest of the JPIC Teams 


